Disaster Behavioral Health

Overview Module Details Competencies

Access this module
The Northwest Center for Public Health Practice modules are accessed through a secure learning environment called PH LearnLink, which allows you to keep track of your learning experiences as you take our modules.

You may find the help pages useful when getting started in PH LearnLink.

Log in to PH LearnLink  Register in PH LearnLink

Washington participants should register and take the module through SmartPH.

Description
Many public health workers are confident in their ability to handle the physical tasks involved in responding to a disaster, but what about the psychological challenges? In this module, Dr. Randal Beaton discusses the psychological phases of a community-wide disaster, common patterns of immediate and long-term public response, mental health risks that rescue workers and victims face, signs that might indicate that a survivor needs a mental health evaluation, and the importance of local preparedness. The module bases its case studies on Washington State agencies and plans.

Objectives
After completing this course, you should be able to:

- List three of the common psychosocial phases of a community-wide disaster.
- Describe the various individual behavioral health outcomes that usually occur in the aftermath of disasters.
- Identify abnormal reactions to disaster that might indicate a need for a psychological evaluation.
- Describe how the Washington State mental health disaster response plan incorporates local, state and federal agencies.